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Artificial Intelligence

Navigating throughout a rapid evolving environment

Helicopter view of underlying structures
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What is Artificial Intelligence (AI)

Systems that tend to replicate human behaviours in approaching and solving the 

problems
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 Deal with uncertainty: take approximatively 

decisions, with a incomplete set of 

information, accepting not optimal solution 

but with fast process 

 Learn from experience

 ‘Lateral thinking’

 Certain systems are like black-box: there 

are the results, but no-one knows how

 Calculation power is fundamental, and 

usually very much of it is required 

 Often there is not guarantee about the 

best approach, is still trial and error 

method

Main characteristics that AI 

systems try to replicate…

…and what are some of 

drawbacks of AI
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 The “basic” part…

• All is math, all pass trough 1 and 0 for the moment, with not confirmed 

exception of quantum computer, and all is still based on non-organic chips

 Said this, where is the “intelligence”?

• In replicating behaviours and structure of organic nature, the first three 

examples that pop up:

 The fact that in the end all is math is clearly related to facts that many type of 

algorithms have risen, and sometimes the link with “Intelligence” is not so evident, 

bringing some confusion, or at least complexity in identify the boundaries within 

different domain of AI, and sometimes the boundaries with non AI

How AI translate in computers
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The brain                      The DNA in reproduction The natural language

Neural networks Genetic algorithms Fuzzy logic
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AI and non AI

An approximate split between AI and not AI, or, in other worlds between soft computing and hard 

computing, could be:

(*) to make simple: for many practical problems with many practical
options the time to find the solution could be too much

Pros Cons

• Precision
• Certainty
• Rigor

• NP-Complete problem (*)

• Have to know, or 

hypothesize f

• What are important x?

Pros Cons

• Tolerance for imprecision 
and uncertainty

• Approximation
• Robustness 
• Suitable when ideal 

models are not available
• Auto-improvement
• Aims to surmount NP-

complete problems

• Low interpretability, on 

how to achieve the 

results and the results 

themselves

• Computing power 

required

“I know how it works, 

I know where to start and I need to know 

exactly where arrive, and I’m optimistic about 

how long it takes”

“I’m not sure about how it works, 

I have many inputs, I’m not sure how, but I 

know very well why I want to go there, 

in a fast way
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y1, y2, … yN = f(t, x1, x2, …xN)

Y1

Y2

… 

yN

t 

X1

X2

…

xN

?

Hard computing Soft computing
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Just a bit of clarity: Data Mining, Artificial 
Intelligence, Machine Learning

 The three terms are frequently used with some confusion, and a certain degree of overlapping 

really exist, but, trying to make order:

 Another clarification: intelligence in this article is strongly related to “problem solving” methods, all 

the part that are out of this objective/meaning, such as hardware part (robotic), or the “consciousness”, 

are not treated

From now the tree terms will be used with a certain flexibility and interchangeability 
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It has the objective to highlight patterns and correlations in 

existing data. It can be viewed, from a logical standpoint, as a 

first step toward AI and ML. Data mining strongly relies on 

statistic 

It is the discipline that tries to emulate how the brain works with 

programming methods, for example building a program that 

plays chess

It has the objective to go beyond original AI, thereby computers 

can learn and adapt

Data 

Mining (DM)

Artificial 

Intelligence

Machine 

Learning (ML)
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Main fields of application

The potential fields can be huge, below just some examples
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 Image and sound recognition (from security applications at airport to 

photo automatic archiving, from streaming music services to speech 

recognition  and language translation)

 Text interpretation (extract meaning from text/stories, google search, …)

 Pharma and life science (genetic disease, …)

 Forecast and identify, especially when the model is affected by many/ 

unknown conditions (weather; industrial fields such as sales, production, 

distribution; stocks and derivatives; tastes of consumers, …)

 All informatics security applications (anti-spam, anti-virus, bank frauds 

detection, …)

 Combination of above: self driving cars, maintenance diagnostic, robotics, 

optimization, …

 “Big data” value extraction: customers, population, animals and 

vegetables, …
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What is driving the increase in adoption

The fields of application are growing taking into account: 
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• The increasing power of computers

• The rapid growth of information available in many fields (from people 

behaviours with social media, to health with med tech progresses): this 

is fundamental to nurture the AI “engines” and represent also a 

challenge for non AI systems due to complexity of models to develop

• High sensitivity of consumers to innovation and quality of 

automated services (i.e.: virtual assistant on mobile phones), and the 

opportunities for companies to reduce costs

• The flexibility of AI: one of positive characteristics of AI “engines” is 

that once developed for one application can be translated (or at least is 

possible to try and verify how they perform) in other applications in a 

relatively easy way

• A renewed interest in the last years, that brings to development of 

effective “engines” (i.e.: deep neural network) 

• A constants media coverage feeds by impressive stuff (i.e.: victories 

in complex games such as chess against human world champions)
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Machine learning methods
What is needed?

 Moreover: there are two approaches of AI that are usually keep apart from ML and DM 

• Fuzzy logic: used when there are uncertainty, incompleteness and is necessary to approximate

• Genetic algorithms: mainly used for optimization

These approaches sometimes are used also in ML, but they are not the core component of algorithm, they can be or 

use during data pre-processing (see ahead) or support the elaboration

 As said above, the part of AI that will be treat is the “problem-solving”, and particular when we refer to 

term machine learning, this brings to a first classification of approaches:
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“I don’t know exactly the 

environment, some things 

are chaotic, I have 

to make order”

Unsupervised

“I know the environment where I’m 

moving and searching, and the 

possible solutions, I want the right 

pick once inputs supplied”

Supervised

“Like teach to the dog, the croquettes only 

for the right answer. Let’s try and learn 

where the prize is”

Reinforcement

“I know some stuff, I don’t know other stuff, 

let me find something”

Semi-supervised ?
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It uses labelled examples. Desired output are supplied 

during the training, and algorithm learns the relation 

with the inputs, in this way it predict the values of the 

label on additional unlabeled data

it is used against data that has no historical labels. 

Algorithm has to identify relations and schema in input 

dataset

Same application of supervised, but not all 

data is labelled (used when the cost of labelling 

is to high)

There is not “teacher” figure, algorithm 

learns using the prize, if there is prize at the end 

the behavior has been desirable, otherwise not

Machine learning methods
Which approach to take?

Classification Regression (for 

continuous 

values)

Deviation/

Anomaly 

detection

Clustering Association 

Rule 

Discovery

Sequential 

Pattern 

Discovery

9

Supervised Unsupervised

Semi-supervised Reinforcement
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Predicting sales amounts of new 

product based on advertising 

expenditure, time series prediction of 

stock market indices

Credit Card Fraud, Network Intrusion

Direct marketing: target the advertising, 

fraud detection, customer 

attrition/churn

Methods
Supervised
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Classification

Regression (for 

continuous 

values)

Deviation/

Anomaly 

detection

Given a collection of records, each record contains a set 

of attributes, one of the attributes is the class. Find a model 

for class attribute as a function of the values of other 

attributes

Predict a value of a given continuous valued variable 

based on the values of other variables, assuming a linear or 

nonlinear model of dependency. Greatly studied in 

statistics, neural network fields

Detect significant deviations from normal behavior

Sub-type objective Application examples
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Methods
Unsupervised
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Clustering

Association rule 

discovery

Sequential 

Pattern 

Discovery

Typical case of shop list for sale 

promotion in retail, or for shelf 

management, inventory management 

(similar parts for reparation implies 

other parts)

In point-of-sale transaction sequences 

(i.e.: first I bought the shoes for 

running, and then the t-shirt) 

Marketing segmentation: segment 

customers, documents clustering, 

clustering of public companies

Given a set of data points, each having a set of 

attributes, and a similarity measure among them, find 

clusters such that:

• Data points in one cluster are more similar to one another

• Data points in separate clusters are less similar to one another

Given a set of records each of which contain some 

number of items from a given collection; produce 

dependency rules which will predict occurrence of an 

item based on occurrences of other items

Given is a set of objects, with each object associated with 

its own timeline of events, find rules that predict strong 

sequential dependencies among different events. Rules 

are formed by first discovering patterns. Event occurrences 

in the patterns are governed by timing constraints

Sub-type objective Application examples
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The path
Input types
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 Easier to gain insights, or at least more simple to jump to conclusions

 Less demanding from an elaboration algorithms standpoint: some 

algorithms can change their internal solution structure with new input 

that define different statistical properties, and this can became a 

problem from elaboration time standpoint, this not happen if all data is 

know 

There is a basket of 

data defined in the 

beginning, that can be 

also “chaotic”, with no 

clear structure, but with 

no change during time

What they are Implications

 Possible evolution of insights 

 Deal with a potential huge amount of information (with all implications 

about management of this)

 That’s can be the typical case of input of data from internet, where 

unstructured data are more and more present, on the other hand, the 

source are know, in a certain way this imply an order in the beginning 

(you have to take data, you have to know where to take this data, you 

have to configure the system to recover this data…)

There is a continue 

flow of updated data

 Before deep dive in machine learning algorithms, it worth to clarify how to nurture the engine.

 A first distinction should be done between static data and data streams: the difference is easily 

deducible, but the implications could be less immediate

Static data

Data streams
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The path
Elaborations

 When is it possible (for data stream could not be always the case), it is strongly suggested, the 

application of some additional activities furthermore to solution “Machine Learning” algorithm to 

improve the quality of results

 The objective is to increase the quality of input, and also to tailor for different main process 

algorithms

 Below the main steps

1
Clean, simplify, stabilize

Examples

2
Dimensionality reduction, feature subset selection, feature 

creation, attribute transformation, missing data

3
Neural Networks, Support Vector Machines, regression

4
Accuracy, cost function, graphs

Data Pre-processing

Step

Transformation: to make data 

useful for main processing

Main algorithm processing

Result interpretation

13
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3

Techniques
Data Pre-processing and Transformation 

Many techniques can be used, and inside these many mathematical algorithms are applicable 

(also AI ones), what to have clear is the objective, and the main reasons for do this, such as reduce 

cost (both machines but also for data gathering), time required and increase the quality of outcome

4

1

2

ObjectiveTechnique Action

Aggregation
Aggregating data moreover to reduce the dimensions of data (and consequently 

the time for processing) bring to an higher data stability

Combine two or more attributes (or 

objects) into a single attribute (or 

object)

Sampling
Use population can be too expensive (i.e.: survey to entire population) or time 

consuming 

The most used technique to select 

data from population

Dimensionality 

reduction

Reduce amount of time and memory required for processing. Moreover the high 

dimensionality can bring to meaning loss for some objectives (i.e.: clustering, 

outlier detection)

Remove some dimensions (i.e.: 

PCA method)

Feature subset 

selection

As above, reduce amount of time and memory required for processing. It’s also 

used when some irrelevant dimensions are already known

Remove some dimensions (i.e.: 

brute force method)

Feature creation
New attributes capture the relevant information in a more efficient way (i.e.: Fourier 

transform method, feature extraction methods)

Create new attributes 

Discretization and 

banalization 

Reduce complexity Create discrete and binary data 

from original

Attribute 

transformation

One case is for algorithms that require values between 0 and 1Map to different set of values

Decomposition Use to select relevant information (i.e.: if in a date only the time is relevant)Split dimension

Missing data
To dealt in the correct way with missed data, the objective depends on type of 

problem, can be that missed data have to be replaced, or are fine, or have to be 

excluded

Decide what to do with records 

with missing data
14
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 K-means and its variants

 Hierarchical clustering

 Density-based clustering

 Self Organized Maps (SOM)

 Hidden Markov models

 Brute-force approach

 Two-step approach:

− 1. Frequent itemset Generation 

− 2. Rule Generation

 Decision Tree based Methods. Many algorithms: 

Hunt’s Algorithm, CART, ID3, C4.5, SPRINT

 Rule-based Methods. 2 main methods to built:

− Direct Method: extract rules directly from data, 

e.g.: RIPPER, CN2

− Indirect Method: Extract rules from other 

classification models (e.g. decision trees, neural 

networks, etc.)

 Naïve Bayes and Bayes Belief Net.

 Memory based reasoning

 Neural Networks

 Support Vector Machines

The most popular regression algorithms are:

 Ordinary Least Squares Regression (OLSR)

 Linear Regression

 Logistic Regression

 Stepwise Regression

 Multivariate Adaptive Regression Splines 

(MARS)

 Locally Estimated Scatterplot 

Smoothing (LOESS)

Techniques
Main algorithm
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Classification Regression (for 

continuous 

values)

Clustering Association rule 

discovery

S
u
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Below an overview (not exhaustive) of main mathematical techniques used

1

2

4

3
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Supervised 
Dataset utilization – Training, test, go
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 In the Supervised method is necessary to have the training data, the test data and then data where to do 

forecasts

 The training data are composed by the group of inputs and the group of corresponding output. The 

Supervised method is trained to associate the output to inputs in the training dataset, then the method is applied 

on data that are used to do forecast

 The test dataset (where the output associated to input is known) is used to test the method (can be the same 

of taring data, but when the data record is used for training can’t be used for test, and vice-versa, otherwise the 

increase of performance is a fake)

 To make it simple, with the basket of information that are available, a part is used for teaching to method, the 

other to verify the success of what learned. Several approaches exit, with the objective to exploit as much as 

possible the available data before to start with the forecast of unknown outputs on new inputs

 Examples of approaches:

 Holdout: reserve 2/3 for training and 1/3 for testing

 Random subsampling: repeated holdout

 Cross validation: partition data into k disjoint subsets

 k-fold: train on k-1 partitions, test on the remaining one 

 …and, as frequently happens with Machine learning/AI, there is not the “right” approach for every situation. 

Experience, knowledge of characteristic of math behind, and trail-and-error process are the ingredients for the 

(sub?) perfect soup

1

2

4

3
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3
Result interpretation

17

1

2

4

Confusion matrix

Accuracy

Cost matrix

Learning curve

ROC (Receiver Operating 

Characteristic)

Result interpretation in the general sense is strictly correlated to some quantitative measure of analytical 

indexes. It is worth to clarify that while these measures are more clear for supervised methods, for 

unsupervised there is an higher dose of interpretation by the user, that also has to say if “proposed” 

solution by system is acceptable or not based on its preferences

Distance

What is estimated right, what wrong, and when wrong where

How many corrects? (Can be misleading if the training and dataset are 

mainly of 1 value)

Take into account different relevance of specific prevision. For a bank could 

be better “not give credit to someone” that “give credit to too many”

Shows how accuracy changes at the variation of sample size. Methods 

exist to decide when to stop

To estimate which model perform better, is better than accuracy, because 

weight in a % way the performance on different characteristics

Intra-cluster cohesion (compactness) and Inter-cluster separation (isolation) 

for clustering 

Index Information
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Simple, but frequent, questions

 Where to start?

• Looking from business standpoint, it’s necessary to understand if AI can by applied to a problem, or 

objective, that wants to be achieved. The document report some types of applications, and section of 

“Machine learning methods” gives a trace, then is necessary to deep dive. It’s worth to say that field of 

applications are growing fast currently, but at least, taking in mind the high level classification of problem (i.e.: 

hard vs. soft computing, supervised vs. unsupervised vs. reinforcement), should be clear how to approach

• From a more technical point of view, once the helicopter view is defined, there are many books (or courses) 

to deep dive in specific algorithms/methods, and many tools (both commercial or free) to start to try. There is 

no doubt that in some cases passing from raw data to a first outcome can represent a not negligible effort for 

who approach the matter for first time (unless “ready to use solution” are used, with some doubts about user 

learning instead of machine…)

• Everyone that approach AI, should take in mind that the results that today are presented in the media (from 

self driving cars, to game challenges to humans) have behind big computers (if not in application at least in 

“AI function” phase definition), big data, and experts

 What are the costs behind?

• The costs are decreasing with increase of theoretical knowledge, availability of data, and computer power, 

then, the complexity of objective affect relevantly this aspects

 What algorithm to use?

• As said, in many cases there are many available for same objective, and, meanwhile guidelines exist (such as 

adaptability of algorithm to new training data, ability to deal with high dimensions number, etc..) there is not a 

“right” answer, also looking at literacy benchmarks have been done, but frequently the best algorithm is the 

best for specific problem, and it’s not possible to generalize 

18
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Annexes
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 Drugs preparation

 Research of quantitative relations (physics, biologic, 

chemical)

 Chemotherapy 

 Sensors

 Engineering (errors in modeling of industrial 

processes)

 Face recognition, sound recognition

Techniques
Deep dive in some of latest and most promising

 Strengths

− Training is relatively easy (no problems of local 

minimum such as ANN)

− Less prone to overfitting

− It’s easy to understand, there is a geometric 

interpretation

− They are fast in operative mode (not during the 

training)

 Weaknesses

− Training (and Testing) is quite slow compared 

to ANN

− Very sensitive to noise

− They can be expensive in time and space for 

big datasets

− The choice of Kernel function, there is no 

theory to choice the best one

20

Support Vector Machines (SVM) Some fields of application

1

2

4

3
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Techniques
Deep dive in some of latest and most promising

21

ObjectiveType Characteristic

Feedforward (Single 

Layer Perceptron, 

Adaptive Linear Neuron, 

…)

Hopfield NNs for instance are used to re-build 

damaged signals

Straight from input 

layers thorough 

hidden to output

Self‐Organized, aka

SOM (Kohonen Maps)

Recurrent (Simple 

Recurrent Network, 

Hopfield Network, …)

Stochastic (Boltzmann 

machines, RBM, …)

Modular (Associative 

Neural Networks, 

Ensembles, …)

The network adapt to 

caught patterns in 

inputs 

There are feedbacks in 

the network

Introduce random 

variations into the 

network

Useful for optimization, cause stochastic 

perturbation helps to escape local minima

Independent NNs 

coordinated by 

intermediate layer

Specialize and combine capabilities of 

independent NN

Clustering, prediction (i.e.: Meteorology and 

oceanography), understand how parameters 

relate to classes

Identifying patterns or trends in data (i.e.: 

sales forecasting, industrial process control, 

customer research, risk management, target 

marketing)

More More More

Not needed to know 

everything, solutions 

frequently are embedded in 

software, with guidance 

based on type of 

problems, and there is 

always the trial and error 

process

Neural Networks usage can span through Supervised and Unsupervised 

1

2

4

3

Huge types of problems, 

from image elaboration to 

regression, from car 

driving to robots 

movement

Deep neural network is gaining more and more fame. Essentially it has many hidden layers that treat information with 

different levels of deep, like in the human brain (i.e.: I see a car, then I see that’s a sedan, then I distinguish the brand, …)
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Glossary 1

 H hypothesis: all the considered hypothesis

 Agent: everything that perceives its environment through a sensor and acting upon that environment through 

sensors

 AI: two big positions from a theoretical approach:

− Strong AI: machines have the consciousness

− Weak AI: no consciousness for machines

 Overfitting: a problem created by too much learning, the algorithm has not learned to estimate but to exactly 

catch the training data

 Type of distances: Euclidean, Minkowski, Mahalanobis

 Mode: most frequent value

 Support: Fraction of transactions that contain an itemset (e.g. s({Milk, Bread, Diaper}) = 2/5)

 Instance based methods = winner-take-all methods = memory-based learning

 Classifier:

− Probabilistic: predict a probability distribution over a set of classes

− Non probabilistic: output only the class that the sample should belong to

 Pruning technique: reduce the size of decision trees

22
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Glossary 2

 Deep learning: Deep learning (deep structured learning, hierarchical learning or deep machine learning) is a 

branch of machine learning based on a set of algorithms that attempt to model high-level abstractions in data by 

using multiple processing layers, with complex structures or otherwise, composed of multiple non-linear 

transformations

 Convolutional Neural Network: In machine learning, a convolutional neural network (CNN) is a type of feed-

forward artificial neural network in which the connectivity pattern between its neurons is inspired by the 

organization of the animal visual cortex, whose individual neurons are arranged in such a way that they respond 

to overlapping regions tiling the visual field. They have wide applications in image and video recognition, 

recommender systems and natural language processing

 Recurrent Neural Networks: The idea behind RNNs is to make use of sequential information. In a traditional 

neural network it’s assumed that all inputs (and outputs) are independent of each other. If you want to predict 

the next word in a sentence you better know which words came before it. RNNs are called recurrent because 

they perform the same task for every element of a sequence, with the output being depended on the previous 

computations. Another way to think about RNNs is that they have a “memory” which captures information about 

what has been calculated so far

23
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Glossary 3
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 Kernel methods (KMs):

− They are a class of algorithms for pattern analysis, whose best known element is the support vector machine 

(SVM). The general task of pattern analysis is to find and study general types of relations (for example 

clusters, rankings, principal components, correlations, classifications) in general types of data (such as 

sequences, text documents, sets of points, vectors, images, etc.)

− KMs approach the problem by mapping the data into a high dimensional feature space, where each 

coordinate corresponds to one feature of the data items, transforming the data into a set of points in a 

Euclidean space. In that space, a variety of methods can be used to find relations in the data

 Principal component analysis (PCA):

− It is a statistical procedure that uses an orthogonal transformation to convert a set of observations of possibly 

correlated variables into a set of values of linearly uncorrelated variables called principal components. The 

number of principal components is less than or equal to the number of original variables. This transformation 

is defined in such a way that the first principal component has the largest possible variance (that is, accounts 

for as much of the variability in the data as possible), and each succeeding component in turn has the 

highest variance possible under the constraint that it is orthogonal to the preceding components
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Glossary 4
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 Dimensionality reduction algorithms examples: Principal Component Analysis (PCA), Principal Component 

Regression (PCR), Partial Least Squares Regression (PLSR), Sammon Mapping, Multidimensional Scaling 

(MDS), Projection Pursuit, Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA), Mixture Discriminant Analysis (MDA),Quadratic 

Discriminant Analysis (QDA), Flexible Discriminant Analysis (FDA). Many of these methods can be adapted for 

use in classification and regression

 Examples of main parameters used in different algorithms:

− SVM: margin parameter, kernel type, kernel parameter, …

− ANN: number of hidden units/layers, learning rate, momentum, …

− Decision tree: splitting criteria, pruning options, smoothing options, …

− K Neares-neighbour: K, distance metrics, distant weights averages, …

 Robotics: we usually guess “intelligence” should stay in software part, but thinking to real brain, there is also the 

hardware side, with all the sensorial terminations that constantly interact with external environment. That 

becomes fundamental in application where the “intelligence” has to interact with “real” world (i.e.: robotics), not 

only with digital one, that is not part of this article, it’s possible to say that AI is pervasive also in this (i.e.: control 

system for actuators)


